
SedonaOffice Update Notification 
 
Now available through SedonaOffice Auto Update, SedonaOffice V5.6 Build .168 
 
An update for SedonaWEB is available AFTER updating to .168, please contact SedonaOffice support to 
schedule. 
 
Build 168 Summary:  
 
FIXES AND CORRECTIONS 
 

 Corrects issue reported when batch printing checks, address from first check would be 
duplicated on all checks in the batch. 

 Corrects issue reported in Service Module, unable to open service tickets from schedule board 
under certain circumstances. 

 Addresses issue reported in Service Module, when the Sagequest web service is 
unavailable/unreachable the module would crash. 

 Corrected a problem in Recurring Royalties report where duplicate lines would appear if 
customer had multiple Bill-to addresses. 

 Altered the Layout of the A/P Aging Summary report to allow for larger monitory values to fit on 
the report. 

 Altered the Layout of the Cycle Invoicing Detail report to allow for larger monitory values to fit 
on the report. 

 Altered the Layout of the (A/R) Current Aging report to allow for larger monitory values to fit on 
the report. 

 Corrected a problem where Print PO’s would error using Vendor Compensation types stored in 
the vendor’s user-defined fields.   

 Corrected a problem where a closed ticket could be dispatched through the Job Management 
system 

 Corrected a problem in viewing Service Documents on the customer explorer where the system 
could pull in documents from a second company database if one exists. 

 Added filtering to the AP Query builder to filter out Secure Vendors 

 Corrected a problem in closing a job where the system comments from the job would truncate 
and overwrite existing system comments on an existing system. 

 Corrected a problem in Writing Checks where the address for the vendor would always format 
to the long state/province name.  This was changed to use the state/province abbreviation to 
match up with the process used in the Pay Bills area. 

 Corrected multiple problems in SedonaDocs where having multiple companies saving 
documents could cause conflicts and loss of linking of documents to the correct customer. 

 Corrected problem where returning a standard cost part to a warehouse where the part did not 
exist, was leaving the standard cost value to $0.00.  This was causing incorrect adjustments to 
job costing when returning parts to stock from jobs where standard cost parts did not exist in 
the warehouse. 

 Corrected a problem in Purchase Orders where accidentally typing in a non-numeric value to the 
Amount field of the part would cause a Type Mismatch error and the system would shut down. 



 Corrected a problem in Job Invoicing where if a Time Out error were to occur when saving the 
invoice, and a second retry of the save goes through, the line items on the invoice would double 
up. 

 Corrected a problem in parts receipts where accidentally typing in a non-numeric value to the 
Amount field of the part would cause a Type Mismatch error and the system would shut down. 

 Corrected .01 rounding error that could occur when invoicing a service ticket where imprecise 
labor calculations would be necessary. 

 Corrected a problem when importing a Quotewerks order where an item identified as HEADING 
ONLY and free text was entered in the description, would fail the import validation and halt the 
import process 

 Corrected issue with Sandbox Wizard creating duplicate sandboxes when case didn’t match 
existing sandbox name. 

 
ENHANCEMENTS AND IMPROVEMENTS 
 

 Added Jamaica to the Country table. Added support for Jamaican address formats. 

 Added support for a user-defined terms text block to Purchase orders. 

 Added ability to print Barcodes on Purchase orders in preparation for the new Barcoding 
Module. 

 Added ability to print Barcodes on Statements in preparation for the new Barcoding Module. 

 Added new invoice Custom Form (CS32) 

 Added new invoice Custom Form (CS33) 

 Added a new flag for customer cancelations to mark open cancelations where all the tasks have 
been completed.  The cancel queue will then allow you to select and view only those 
cancelations where all tasks are checked off. 

 Added the ability to reuse the same Job Task Code on a job if the Job Task Code is assigned to a 
unique Phase Code 

 On the Service Schedule Board, the city name will now appear in bold type at the top of all 
tickets. 

            

ALL workstations and servers require the Microsoft C++ 2008, C++ 2010 and .Net 
4 x86 runtimes (no longer included as part of the update).   
 

The required files are only compatible with the following Operating Systems: 

 Windows 8 
 Windows 7 

 Windows Vista Service Pack 2 (SP2) or later (all editions except Starter Edition) 
 Windows XP with Service Pack 3 (SP3) (all editions except Starter Edition) 
 Windows Server 2012 
 Windows Server 2008 R2 or later (all editions) 
 Windows Server 2008 Service Pack 2 (SP2) or later 

 Windows Server 2003 R2 or later (all editions) 
 Windows Server 2003 Service Pack 2 (SP2) or later (all editions) 



Installation of the runtimes may require 'Administrator' access on some workstations. If your network 
policies prevent users from installing the runtimes, we suggest you download and install them manually 
from Microsoft. 
 
C++ 2008: http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=29 
 
C++ 2010: http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=5555 
 
.Net 4: http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=17851 

  
Direct download link for SedonaOffice, if required (please use the Auto Update system unless absolutely 
necessary): 
 
http://updates.sedonasupport.com/SedonaOffice_Update_560168_Rev_1.exe 
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